S20 Kids Drop ins

Welcome to the Party
Gabrielle Union, Ashley Evans
Markup Note:
AFP- 150,000
Reads like a love letter from parent to child, celebrates the joy of welcoming a
new baby into the world

HarperCollins
9780062978615
0062978616
Pub Date: 5/5/2020
On Sale Date: 5/5/2020
Ship Date: 4/8/2020
$18.99/$23.99 Can.
Hardcover
32 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Print Run: 150K
Ages 4 to 8, Grades P to 3
Juvenile Fiction / Family
JUV013080
9 in H | 9 in W | 0.3 in T | 0.7 lb
Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING
Related Products

DEBUT CHILDREN'S BOOK BY ACTRESS AND NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Gabrielle Union is an actress who penned the perfect adult memoir in 2017. The
phenomenal We're Going to Need More Wine is a powerful collection of essays
about gender, sexuality, race, beauty, Hollywood, and what it means to be a
modern woman. Gabrielle's strong yet humorous voice is a perfect and welcome
addition to the picture book space.
Instagram: 13m followers @gabunion
Twitter: 4.06m followers @itsgabrielleu
PRAISE FOR WE'RE GOING TO NEED MORE WINE
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
Over 154k hardcover books, 122k; audio books; 42k ebooks, and 22k
paperback books sold--SO FAR.
Nominated for the NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Literary Work
Named a Best Book of the Year by The Root
Chosen by Emma Straub as a Best New Celebrity Memoir
"A book of essays as raw and honest as anyone has ever produced." - Lena
Dunham, Lenny Letter

Ebooks
Welcome to the Party
9780062999184 $11.99
Display
Welcome to the Party 8c Signed
Carton 9780063013742 $191.92

Confirmed
Media:

§
Ellen- interview5/4
§
Good Morning
America- interview5/5
§
TODAY showinterview- 5/5
§
The Tonight
Show Starring Jimmy
Fallon- interview- 5/6

PERFECT FOR MOTHER'S DAY
Welcome to the Party is the ideal Mother's Day, Father's Day, Grandparents Day,
and baby shower gift for excited families.
LOVING AFRICAN AMERICAN FAMILY
The universally-appealing themes of the book are wonderfully depicted by a loving
Black family.
STORY BEHIND THE BOOK
After nine failed pregnancies, Gabrielle Union and her husband Dwyane Wade
decided to get pregnant via a surrogate mother. Union had already accepted
Dwyane's two boys as her own but now she finally has a baby girl named Kaavia
James! Watching her find happiness as a wife, stepmother, and a new mother has
captured the hearts of all her fans (including Oprah who has conducted a special
interview about the birth of the baby).
Making her social media debut as a mom, Union wrote to her daughter "Welcome
to the party!"-meaning-welcome to the world and to our blended family. As more
and more families start to look less like the usual mother-father-child, Union's
introduction to motherhood speaks volumes to the beauty of a non-traditional
family structure. Union firmly believes that she is a "real" mother; even though
she didn't carry the baby in her tummy, Union had always carried Kaavia in her
heart.

Summary
Welcome to the Party, Union’s debut picture book, is a celebration of little ones
making their grand entrance into the world. Union’s playful rhyming text, together
with Ashley Evans’s charming illustrations, create the perfect gift for families

everywhere.

Contributor Bio
Gabrielle Union is a New York Times bestselling author, an actress, activist,
producer, and entrepreneur. Union currently stars and executive produce’s TV’s “L.A.’s
Finest” with co-star Jessica Alba. She recently starred in the BET series “Being Mary
Jane,” where she played the titular character and has also has starred in various
movies such as “Think Like a Man,” “Bad Boys,” “Bring it On,” and “Deliver us from
Eva.” Union’s first book, “We’re Going to Need More Wine: Stories That Are Funny,
Complicated and True” was released in 2017 and was a New York Times best seller.
She is an outspoken activist for women’s reproductive health, victims of sexual
assault and is an instrumental voice for diversity and inclusion in the entertainment
industry. She has also served on President Barack Obama’s National Advisory
Committee for Violence Against Women. Union is a mother and the wife of
professional basketball star, Dwyane Wade.
Ashley Evans loves creating colorful, fun, and dynamic images. Born and raised in
Queens, NY, she now lives in Charlotte, NC, with her boyfriend and their daughter.
When she’s not creating art, you can find Evans decorating cakes, enjoying her family,
or catching a much needed nap!

Comp Titles
I've Loved You
Since Forever

Kotb, Hoda HarperCollins

3/6/2018

9780062841742 $23.99
0062841742
CAD

Hardcover Juvenile Fiction

You Are My Happy Kotb, Hoda HarperCollins

3/5/2019

9780062887894 $23.99
0062887890
CAD

Hardcover Juvenile Fiction

Builder Brothers:
Better Together

9/10/2019

9780062846655 $21.99
0062846655
CAD

Hardcover Juvenile Fiction

Scott, Drew HarperCollins

River Rose and the Clarkson,
Magical Lullaby
Kelly

HarperCollins

10/4/2016

9780062427564 $23.99
0062427563
CAD

Hardcover Juvenile Fiction

We're Going to
Need More Wine

Union,
Gabrielle

Dey Street
Books

10/17/2017

9780062693983 $33.50
0062693980
CAD

Hardcover

I Am Enough

Byers,
Grace

Balzer + Bray 3/6/2018

9780062667120 $23.99
0062667122
CAD

Hardcover Juvenile Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.

Biography &
Autobiography
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I Promise
LeBron James, Nina Mata
Markup Note:
AFP- 500,000
NBA MEGASTAR AND CULTURAL ICON MAKES HIS FORAY INTO CHILDREN'S
BOOKS -LeBron James is thrilled to join the Harper family, launching his book
career with a project that he is passionate about. The I PROMISE school is always
at the forefront of his mind, heart, and brand.

HarperCollins
9780062971067
0062971069
Pub Date: 8/11/2020
On Sale Date: 8/11/2020
Ship Date: 7/15/2020
$19.99/$24.99 Can.
Hardcover
40 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Print Run: 500K
Ages 4 to 8, Grades P to 3
Juvenile Fiction / Social Themes
JUV039220
10 in H | 10 in W | 0.4 in T | 1 lb
Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

-LeBron's equally exciting fiction basketball-themed middle grade novel is slated
for Fall 2021. LeBron and his team are invested in this book's potential as the
start of a long and successful relationship with Harper.
A GOOD MESSAGE FOR A GOOD CAUSE- LeBron doesn't only talk a good game
but puts his money where his mouth is; a portion of the proceeds are to go to his
foundation and the I PROMISE school.
The I PROMISE School opened its doors in Fall of 2018 as a groundbreaking public
school complete with a STEM-focused curriculum and emphasis on social emotional
supports, all infused with the LeBron James Family Foundation's "We Are Family"
philosophy. That family-first approach has materialized in a full Family Resource
Wing on-site dedicated to wraparound supports for the entire family including GED
opportunities, legal aid, medical and mental health resources, job and family
services, financial literacy programming, and unlimited access to a food pantry and
other basic essentials. In addition, every I PROMISE student has the opportunity
to earn full-tuition college scholarships if they stick to their pledge, earn their high
school diplomas, and graduate.
Huge number of online followers.

Summary
NBA superstar and cultural icon, LeBron James, makes his children’s book debut with
a knockout picture book that encourages kids to be their biggest motivators and to be
their best selves! Each promise is one that will help kids grow into successful,
compassionate, and kind adults who strive to make their dreams come true. Written
in fun rhyming verse that captures James’s inspirational voice and illustrated by the
New York Times bestselling artist Nina Mata, this picture book makes a special gift for
all occasions.
Includes the original I PROMISE pledge and a letter from LeBron.

Contributor Bio
LeBron James is widely considered to be the best basketball player in the world and
one of the greatest players of all time. James has won three NBA championships, two
Olympic gold medals, and four league MVP titles. In 2017, Time magazine listed him
as one of the 100 most influential people in the world. James grew up in Akron, Ohio,
where he continues to create generational change through his LeBron James Family
Foundation that focuses its efforts on helping youth achieve a better future through
education. In 2018, his foundation opened the I PROMISE School, designed to help
underprivileged students and their entire families succeed in school and beyond.
Nina Mata is a New York Times bestselling illustrator and received her degree from
the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York City. She has illustrated many books,
including American gymnast Laurie Hernandez’s She’s Got This and the Ty’s Travels I
Can Read series, and she previously worked for Sesame Street. She currently lives in
New Jersey with her husband, their daughter, and Tabitha, their cat. Visit Nina online
at www.beautifique.org.

Comp Titles
Welcome to the
Union, Gabrielle HarperCollins 5/5/2020
Party
I Believe I Can

Byers, Grace

Parker Looks Up Curry, Parker

9780062978615 $23.99
0062978616
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

Balzer +
Bray

3/3/2020

9780062667137 $23.99
0062667130
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

Aladdin

10/15/2019

9781534451865 $23.99
1534451862
CAD

Hardcover
Picture Book

Juvenile
Fiction

Dear Boy,

Rosenthal, Paris HarperCollins 4/23/2019

9780062422514 $21.99
0062422510
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

Remarkably You

Miller, Pat
Zietlow

9780062427588 $21.99
006242758X
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

Dear Girl,

Rosenthal, Amy
9780062422507 $21.99
HarperCollins 12/26/2017
Krouse
0062422502
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

I Am Enough

Byers, Grace

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

HarperCollins 2/5/2019

Balzer +
Bray

3/6/2018

9780062667120 $23.99
0062667122
CAD

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Baby Shark: Wash Your Hands!
Pinkfong
Markup Note:
PERFECT TIMING As children across North America start to learn more about
how to prevent the spread of the COVID-19 virus, this easily accessible and sweet
book is the perfect positive message that parents will want to read with their kids
The video/song premiered March 21st and has been viewed over 13 million times
on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L89nN03pBzI

HarperCollins
9780063055773
0063055775
Pub Date: 6/2/2020
On Sale Date: 6/2/2020
Ship Date: 5/6/2020
$4.99/$5.99 Can.
Paperback
24 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Print Run: 100K
Ages 4 to 8, Grades P to 3
Juvenile Fiction / Health & Daily
Living
JUV015010
Series: Baby Shark
8 in H | 8 in W | 0.1 in T | 0.7 lb
Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

GLOBAL PHENOMENON Be a part of the biggest song to hit the internet since
What Does the Fox Say, this chart topping tune has caught the attention of the
world's biggest celebrities like James Corden, Ellen DeGeneres and even the folks
at Good Morning America!
OFFICIAL BABY SHARK: HarperCollins publishes the first ever official Baby
Shark storybooks to hit the US market! The original creators, Pinkfong, have
created a recognizable character with dozens of friends and places under the
ocean for Baby Shark and his family to explore.
MAJOR RETAIL ACTIVATION With their sound books hitting #1 on Amazon lists
and a full consumer products plan with plush, there will be a lot happening around
Baby Shark and his friends in 2020 and beyond! Not to mention the original video
has 4.4 billion views and counting!
EYE-CATCHING ART AND STORIES The official yellow shark swims into these
storybooks in the bright and vibrant illustrative style alone with well-crafted stories
that will capture the attention of any Baby Shark fan!
COMING TO NICKELODEON The recently announced partnership and all-new
animated show with Nickelodeon/Viacom has garnered a lot of attention!
Nickelodeon plans to release content before the end of 2021.
Markup Tags:
8x8

Summary
Based on the global phenomenon, this official Pinkfong Baby Shark book is
perfect for sharing with the Baby Shark fan in your life! This sing-along
storybook is an excellent tool for kids ages 4 to 6 and their caregivers as it
teaches the important steps of washing your hands. It's a fun way to learn to
read and includes a CDC-approved guide to hand washing.
Sing along with Baby Shark and friends as they wash their fins! Then after their fins
are squeaky clean, Baby Shark also shows us how to cover our sneezes and keep
ourselves and everyone around us happy and healthy!
This official title, fully endorsed by Pinkfong and Nickelodeon, is based on characters
from the YouTube global phenomenon with over 4.4 billion views.

Comp Titles
Baby Shark: Meet Baby Shark Pinkfong HarperFestival 10/1/2019

9780062965899 $10.99
0062965891
CAD

Baby Shark: Merry Christmas,
9780062965875 $8.50
Pinkfong HarperFestival 9/17/2019
Baby Shark!
0062965875
CAD

Board
Book

Juvenile
Fiction

Sticker
Book

Juvenile
Fiction
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Slime
David Walliams, Tony Ross
Markup Note:
Illustrated novel, slightly younger than his regular books (comparable in length) to
'Fing'.
Already a bestseller in the UK
Markup Tags:
drop in

Summary

The new children’s book from No. 1 bestselling
author David Walliams – a fantastically funny tale
illustrated by artistic genius, Tony Ross.
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
9780008342586
000834258X
Pub Date: 5/12/2020
On Sale Date: 5/12/2020
Ship Date: 4/15/2020
$16.99/$19.99 Can.
Hardcover

WELCOME TO THE ISLE OF MULCH…

272 Pages
Ages 7 to 9
Juvenile Fiction / Humorous
Stories
JUV019000

Something needs to be done about them.

8.7 in H | 5.6 in W | 0.9 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

This little island is home to a large number of horrible grown-ups. The school, the
local park, the toy shop and even the island’s ice-cream van are all run by awful
adults who like nothing more than making children miserable. And the island is owned
by the most awful one of all – Aunt Greta Greed!

But who could be brave enough?
Meet Ned – an extraordinary boy with a special power. SLIMEPOWER!

Contributor Bio
David Walliams has revolutionised reading for children and become one of the most
influential children’s writers today. Since the publication of his ground-breaking first
novel, The Boy in the Dress (2008), Walliams has seen unprecedented growth with
global sales exceeding 35 million copies, and his books translated into 53 languages.
Born in London, Tony Ross went to art school in Liverpool. His cartoons have
appeared in famous publications the world over. His first book, Hugo and the Wicked
Winter, was published in 1972. Tony has since written over 100 books and illustrated
over 2000! His creations Towser and The Little Princess have been turned into TV
series.
David and Tony have worked on six bestselling picture books together, and nine of
David’s phenomenally successful children’s novels. David and Tony also collaborated
on the 2017 World Book Day title, BLOB, and on the blockbuster collections, The
World’s Worst Children 1, 2 and 3.

Quotes
PRAISE FOR DAVID WALLIAMS:
“I absolutely love David Walliams's books. In a few more years they will become
classics.” – Sue Townsend, author of Adrian Mole
“Dahl finally has a worthy successor” – Telegraph
"Another triumph for David Walliams. His books are a breath of wonderful fresh air" –

The Sun

Comp Titles
Fing Walliams, David

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

3/19/2019

9780008342579
0008342571

Hardcover Juvenile Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Slime(Unabridged)
David Walliams, Ade Adepitan, Morgana Robinson, Jo...
Markup Note:
Audio edition, read by the author
Audio is being shipped by ocean freight, so will be available later than the print
edition.
Markup Tags:
Audio
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
9780008409579
0008409579
Pub Date: 9/1/2020
On Sale Date: 9/1/2020
Ship Date: 8/5/2020
Audio CD

Summary
The new children’s book from No. 1 bestselling author David Walliams – a fantastically
funny tale illustrated by artistic genius, Tony Ross.
WELCOME TO THE ISLE OF MULCH…

Ages 7 to 9
Juvenile Fiction / Humorous
Stories
JUV019000

This little island is home to a large number of horrible grown-ups. The school, the
local park, the toy shop and even the island’s ice-cream van are all run by awful
adults who like nothing more than making children miserable. And the island is owned
by the most awful one of all – Aunt Greta Greed!

5.6 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.6 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Something needs to be done about them.
But who could be brave enough?
Meet Ned – an extraordinary boy with a special power. SLIMEPOWER!

Contributor Bio
David Walliams continues to take the literary world by storm. His tenth novel, BAD
DAD, was an immediate number one, following the triumph of THE MIDNIGHT GANG,
the biggest-selling children’s book of 2016. THE WORLD’S WORST CHILDREN 2, spent
four weeks at industry number one.
David’s books have now exceeded 100 non-consecutive weeks at children’s number
one, and have been translated into 53 languages, selling more than 35 million copies
worldwide.

Quotes
PRAISE FOR DAVID WALLIAMS:
“I absolutely love David Walliams's books. In a few more years they will become
classics.” – Sue Townsend, author of Adrian Mole
“Dahl finally has a worthy successor” – Telegraph
"Another triumph for David Walliams. His books are a breath of wonderful fresh air" –
The Sun

Comp Titles
Fing Walliams, David

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

10/8/2019

9780008349134
0008349134

Audio CD Juvenile Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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The Light of Days Young Readers’ Edition
The Untold Story of Women Resistance Fighters in Hitler's Ghettos
Judy Batalion
Markup Note:
Canadian author (from Montreal, now lives in NYC)
The Light of Days Young Readers' Edition describes how women organized acts of
resistance during World War II, while also providing a glimpse at Jewish life in
Poland under the Nazi regime. This is a must-have not just for classrooms and
libraries, but synagogues, Hebrew schools, Jewish community centers, and
beyond.
REMARKABLE HIDDEN HISTORY- Even in the Jewish community, stories of
women resistance fighters have remained largely untold, and never before
reported in full. Like the Hidden Figures Young Readers' Edition, this is a
significant work about the role of women in history that will inspire and empower
a young audience.
HarperCollins
9780063037694
0063037696
Pub Date: 6/23/2020
On Sale Date: 6/23/2020
Ship Date: 5/27/2020
$17.99/$21.99 Can.
Hardcover
288 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Print Run: 40K
Ages 10 And Up, Grades 5 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction / History
JNF025090
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 in T | 1.4 lb
Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

This is nonfiction that reads like a thriller, with suspenseful action and a
fast-moving plot. There is a wealth of information here, some of which has never
before been translated into English. Judy Batalion's careful investigative work has
uncovered the extraordinary primary source material that is the basis for this
book.
SIMULTANEOUS PUBLICATION WITH ADULT EDITION
Parents and kids can read about these incredible women at the same time. Their
unique stories are sure to be inspirational to readers of all ages.
BLOCKBUSTER MOVIE TIE-IN
The week after HarperCollins pre-empted this book, it was optioned by Steven
Spielberg. He sees it as his last World War II project, following Schindler's List and
Saving Private Ryan, and the only one that focuses on women and World War II.
HUGE PROMOTIONAL POTENTIAL
The incredible buzz around the adult edition is a great sign for the popularity of
the young readers' edition. Translation rights have been sold in 14 countries, and
we anticipate that this excitement will increase the promotional opportunities for
this YRE.
Markup Tags:
Canadian author, Simultaneous Adult edition

Summary
As their communities across Poland were being destroyed, a group of young Jewish
women, some still teenagers, began transforming Jewish youth groups into resistance
cells. These “ghetto girls” built systems of underground bunkers, paid off the Gestapo,
and bombed German train lines. One of the central figures was eighteen-year-old
Renia Kukielka, who worked as a weapons smuggler and messenger across the
war-torn country. Other women who joined the cause served as armed fighters, spies,
and saboteurs, all risking their lives to help save their people.
Adapted for young readers, this is the incredible account of the Jewish women who
fought back against the seemingly unstoppable Nazi regime. It follows the women
through arrests, internment, and for a lucky few, into the late 20th century and
beyond. This book includes an eight-page insert of black-and-white photos, so that
kids can see first-hand the extraordinary women who bravely fought for their freedom

in the face of overwhelming odds.

Contributor Bio
Judy Batalion is the author of White Walls: A Memoir About Motherhood,
Daughterhood and the Mess in Between. Her essays have appeared in the New York
Times, the Washington Post, the Forward, Vogue, and many other publications. Judy
has a BA in the History of Science from Harvard, and a PhD in the History of Art from
the Courtauld Institute, University of London, and has worked as a museum curator
and university lecturer. Born in Montreal, where she grew up speaking English,
French, Hebrew and Yiddish, she now lives in New York with her husband and three
children.

Comp Titles
Four Perfect
Pebbles:

Perl, Lila

Greenwillow Books

3/21/1996

9780688142940 $21.00
068814294X
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Nonfiction

Four Perfect
Pebbles

Perl, Lila

Greenwillow Books

10/18/2016

9780062489968 $8.50
0062489968
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Nonfiction

Surviving Hitler

Warren,
Andrea

HarperCollins

3/6/2001

9780688174972 $22.50
0688174973
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Nonfiction

Surviving Hitler

Warren,
Andrea

HarperCollins

9/17/2002

9780060007676 $9.99
0060007672
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Nonfiction

The Boy on the
Atheneum Books for
Leyson, Leon
Wooden Box
Young Readers

8/27/2013

9781442497818 $25.99
1442497815
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Nonfiction

The Plot to Kill
Hitler

9/13/2016

9780062411082 $23.99
006241108X
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Nonfiction

McCormick,
Patricia

Balzer + Bray

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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You Say It First
Katie Cotugno
Markup Note:
PB dropping in to publish alongside the HC
Markup Tags:
Simultaneous ITPE, Young Adult

Summary
Can one conversation change your life?
Meg has her entire life set up perfectly: her boyfriend Mason is sweet and supportive,
she and her best friend Emily plan to head to Cornell together in the fall, and she
even finds time to clock shifts phone-banking at a voter registration call center in her
Philadelphia suburb. But everything changes when one of those calls connects her to
a stranger from small-town Ohio, who gets under her skin from the moment he picks
up the phone.
Balzer + Bray
9780063032484
0063032481
Pub Date: 6/16/2020
On Sale Date: 6/16/2020
Ship Date: 5/19/2020
$14.00/$17.99 Can.
Paperback
368 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Ages 13 And Up, Grades 8 And Up
Young Adult Fiction / Romance
YAF052000
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.9 in T | 0.7
lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Colby is stuck in a rut, reeling from a family tragedy and working a dead-end
job—unsure what his future holds, or if he even cares. The last thing he has time for
is some privileged rich girl preaching the sanctity of the political process. So he says
the worst thing he can think of and hangs up.
But things don’t end there…
That night on the phone winds up being the first in a series of candid, sometimes
heated, always surprising conversations that lead to a long-distance friendship and
then—slowly—to something more. Across state lines and phone lines, Meg and Colby
form a once-in-a-lifetime connection. But in the end, are they just too different to
make it work?
You Say It First is a propulsive, layered novel about how sometimes the person who
has the least in common with us can be the one who changes us most.

Contributor Bio
Katie Cotugno is the New York Times bestselling author of Top Ten, 99 Days, 9 Days
and 9 Nights and How to Love. She is also the co-author, with Candace Bushnell, of
Rules for Being a Girl. Katie studied writing, literature, and publishing at Emerson
College and received her MFA in fiction at Lesley University. She is a Pushcart Prize
nominee whose work has appeared in Iowa Review, Mississippi Review, and Argestes,
among others. She lives in Boston with her husband, Tom. You can visit Katie online
at www.katiecotugno.com.

Quotes
“A realistic and captivating story that speaks to the issues relevant to teens
today….Romance, politics, family drama, and more—this one has it all.” -Kirkus
Reviews
“Cotugno writes with equal sympathy about opinionated characters with differing life
experiences and worldviews. For collections where the smart-girl romances of Miranda
Kenneally, Jenny Han, and Nandini Bajpai do well.” -School Library Journal
"In You Say It First, Katie Cotugno explores the messy victories and sweet
imperfections of falling in love across party lines. Meg and Colby are brave and
scared, flawed yet true to themselves, and as their relationship grows, we see how
the wrong person can come along at exactly the right time. Katie's writing is always
full of empathy, humor, and hope, and this book is no different. I absolutely loved it."
-Robin Benway, National Book Award-winning and New York Times bestselling
author of Far From the Tree

Praise for 9 DAYS AND 9 NIGHTS: “With realistic depictions of complicated, imperfect
personalities, this book will be enjoyed by fans of … Sarah Dessen and E. Lockhart.”
-School Library Journal
Praise for 9 DAYS AND 9 NIGHTS: “A sequel that’s just as compulsively readable as
the first.” -ALA Booklist
Praise for 99 DAYS: “This book will appeal to fans of E. Lockhart’s The Disreputable
History of Frankie Landau Banks (Hyperion, 2008), offering complex characters, plot
twists, and an insightful look at society’s double standards.” -School Library Journal
Praise for 99 DAYS: “A thought-provoking story...[that] explores the powerful bonds
that arise between childhood friends who grow up to discover romance” -Publishers
Weekly
Praise for 99 DAYS: “A complicated, compelling summer romance…and a whole lot of
kissing make[s] this one to stick in the beach bag.” -Bulletin of the Center for
Children’s Books
Praise for FIREWORKS: “Cotugno hits the nail on the head when exploring female
friendship and the difficulties surrounding life in the spotlight. This devourable novel
will appeal to those interested in the creation of fame, but also to any girl on the cusp
of change.” -ALA Booklist
Praise for FIREWORKS: “A thrilling, intense read...this book will hook readers.” -Voice
of Youth Advocates (VOYA)
Praise for HOW TO LOVE: “A vibrant, sparkling narrative of first love and second
chances - will remind you that love isn’t ever easy, but falling for a great story is.”
-Entertainment Weekly
Praise for HOW TO LOVE: “Cotugno’s debut ambitiously, and intriguingly, follows a
couple who fall in love twice, over two different time periods.” -ALA Booklist

Comp Titles
You Say It First

Cotugno, Katie

Balzer +
Bray

6/16/2020

9780062674128 $23.99
0062674129
CAD

Hardcover

Young Adult
Fiction

99 Days

Cotugno, Katie

Balzer +
Bray

4/30/2019

9780062216397 $12.50
0062216392
CAD

Paperback

Young Adult
Fiction

Top Ten

Cotugno, Katie

Balzer +
Bray

1/15/2019

9780062418319 $12.50
0062418319
CAD

Paperback

Young Adult
Fiction

9 Days and 9
Nights

Cotugno, Katie

Balzer +
Bray

5/7/2019

9780062674104 $12.50
0062674102
CAD

Paperback

Young Adult
Fiction

Rules for Being a
Girl

Bushnell,
Candace

Balzer +
Bray

4/7/2020

9780062803375 $24.99
0062803379
CAD

Hardcover

Young Adult
Fiction

Fireworks

Cotugno, Katie

Balzer +
Bray

1/7/2020

9780062963932 $13.50
0062963937
CAD

Paperback

Young Adult
Fiction

How to Love

Cotugno, Katie

Balzer +
Bray

1/7/2020

9780062963949 $13.50
0062963945
CAD

Paperback

Young Adult
Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Love, Creekwood
A Simonverse Novella
Becky Albertalli
Markup Note:
EPILOGUE NOVELLA: Readers of the Simonverse will fall in love all over again with
their favorite characters (Simon, Blue, Leah, and Abby) in this epilogue novella,
updating fans on their college lives and the state of their relationships-spoiler
alert: still going strong.
UNIQUE FORMAT- This novella is told all in email-providing more of the romantic,
heartening communications that first endeared readers in Simon vs. the Homo
Sapiens Agenda.

Balzer + Bray
9780063048126
0063048124
Pub Date: 6/30/2020
On Sale Date: 6/30/2020
Ship Date: 6/3/2020
$14.99/$18.50 Can.
Hardcover
128 Pages
Carton Qty: 68
Print Run: 75K
Ages 14 And Up, Grades 9 And Up
Young Adult Fiction / Lgbt
YAF031000
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.4 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

MOVIE/TV NEWS: A Love, Simon spinoff series titled Love, Victor is coming to
Hulu in June 2020 (no Canadian air date - yet!). Hulu dropped the first-ever clip
from Love, Victor during GLAAD's "Together in Pride: You are Not Alone" benefit. It
features Victor arriving at the local coffee shop with the hopes of interviewing for
a job, only to run into Benji, one of his classmates, behind the counter. Link
below!
https://youtu.be/bJBvXAUo2Ug
Also, What If It's Us is being adapted for the big screen by production company
Anonymous Content and 13 Reasons Why creator Brian Yorkey, with Becky serving
as a producer.
BELOVED, BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Becky Albertalli has built a wildly successful brand around authentic, sweet teen
romcoms. Becky's debut was a William C. Morris Award Winner and is now a major
motion picture, and her three latest novels were instant New York Times
bestsellers.
LGBTQIA+ CHARACTERS- Becky continues her dedication to creating heartfelt,
coming-of-age novels with LGBTQ central characters and themes. This epilogue
centers both a m|m and f|f relationship and gives them a sweet ending.
Becky is donating 100% of her proceeds to the Trevor Project
(https://www.thetrevorproject.org/)
More info: https://www.epicreads.com/blog/love-creekwood/
Markup Tags:
Novella

Summary
It’s been more than a year since Simon and Blue turned their anonymous online
flirtation into an IRL relationship, and just a few months since Abby and Leah’s
unforgettable night at senior prom.
Now the Creekwood crew are first years at different colleges, navigating friendship
and romance the way their story began—over email.
Fall in love all over again with the characters from the bestselling Simonverse novels
—Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda, The Upside of Unrequited, and Leah on the
Offbeat—in this highly anticipated epilogue novella.

Contributor Bio
Becky Albertalli is the author of William C. Morris Award winner and National Book
Award longlist title, Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda (now a major motion
picture, Love, Simon); the acclaimed The Upside of Unrequited; and the New York
Times bestsellers Leah on the Offbeat, What If It’s Us (cowritten with Adam Silvera),
and Yes No Maybe So (cowritten with Aisha Saeed). Becky lives with her family in
Atlanta.

Comp Titles
The Upside of
Unrequited

Albertalli,
Becky

Balzer + Bray

1/30/2018

9780062348715 $13.50
006234871X
CAD

Paperback

Young Adult
Fiction

Leah on the Offbeat

Albertalli,
Becky

Balzer + Bray

5/7/2019

9780062643810 $13.50
0062643819
CAD

Paperback

Young Adult
Fiction

What If It's Us

Albertalli,
Becky

HarperTeen

10/9/2018

9780062795250 $23.99
0062795252
CAD

Hardcover

Young Adult
Fiction

The Gentleman’s Guide
to Getting Lucky

Lee,
Mackenzi

Katherine Tegen
9780062967169 $18.50
11/26/2019
Books
0062967169
CAD

Hardcover

Young Adult
Fiction

Simon vs. the Homo
Sapiens Agenda

Albertalli,
Becky

Balzer + Bray

9780062348685 $13.50
006234868X
CAD

Paperback

Young Adult
Fiction

6/7/2016

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Diary of a Wombat
Jackie French
Markup Tags:
Board Book Reissue

AUS Child Picture Books
9780732286620
073228662X
Pub Date: 6/16/2020
On Sale Date: 6/16/2020
Ship Date: 5/20/2020
$0.00/$11.99 Can.
Board Book
16 Pages
6.4 in H | 8.8 in W
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
Diary of a
Wombat

French,
Jackie

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks 7/8/2010

9780007371099 $9.99
0007371098
CAD

Board
Book

Juvenile
Fiction

Diary of a
Wombat

French,
Jackie

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks 1/3/2006

9780007212071 $9.99
0007212070
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Diary of a Baby
Wombat

French,
Jackie

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks 5/27/2010

9780007351756 $9.99
0007351755
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Diary of a
Christmas
Wombat

French,
Jackie

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks 10/25/2012

9780007490714 $9.99
0007490712
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Diary of a Wombat
Jackie French
Markup Tags:
PB Reissue

AUS Child Picture Books
9780207198366
0207198365
Pub Date: 6/16/2020
On Sale Date: 6/16/2020
Ship Date: 5/20/2020
$0.00/$10.99 Can.
Paperback
32 Pages
8.3 in H | 11.3 in W
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
Diary of a
Wombat

French,
Jackie

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks 1/3/2006

9780007212071 $9.99
0007212070
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Diary of a
Wombat

French,
Jackie

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks 7/8/2010

9780007371099 $9.99
0007371098
CAD

Board
Book

Juvenile
Fiction

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks 5/27/2010

9780007351756 $9.99
0007351755
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Diary of a Baby French,
Wombat
Jackie

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Baby Wombat's Week
Jackie French
Markup Tags:
PB Reissue

AUS Child Picture Books
9780732286958
0732286956
Pub Date: 6/16/2020
On Sale Date: 6/16/2020
Ship Date: 5/20/2020
$0.00/$10.99 Can.
Paperback
32 Pages
8.3 in H | 11.3 in W
Status:FORTHCOMING

Comp Titles
Diary of a Baby French,
Wombat
Jackie

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks 5/27/2010

9780007351756 $9.99
0007351755
CAD

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

S20 Kids Drop ins

The Ramona 4-Book Collection, Volume 1
Beezus and Ramona, Ramona and Her Father, Ramona the Brave, Ramona the
Pest
Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers
Markup Note:
Reissue coming 6/9/2020
Markup Tags:
Bind up, Reissue

Summary

HarperCollins
9780061246470
0061246476
Pub Date: 4/28/2020
On Sale Date: 4/28/2020
Ship Date: 4/1/2020
$22.99/$28.50 Can.
Paperback
848 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Print Run: 40K
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction / Humorous
Stories
JUV019000
Series: Ramona

The appeal of Beverly Cleary’s stories about the wonderful, blunderful Ramona
Quimby has never faded. For genereations, Ramona Quimby’s adventures have never
ceased to amuse. Whether she is baking a doll in her sister Beezus’s birthday cake, or
facing down a scary dog, Ramona does everything in her own special way. Now,
repackaged with lively new art by Jacqueline Rogers, the first four books in the
Ramona series are available in time for D.E.A.R. Month and Beverly Cleary’s 97th
birthday in April!

Contributor Bio
Beverly Cleary’s books have earned her many prestigious awards, includingtwo
Newbery honors, and the National Medal of Art. Of most importance to the author, her
books have won more than thirty-five statewide awards based on the votes of her
young readers. Her characters, including Henry Huggins, Ellen Tebbits, Otis Spofford,
and Beezus and Ramona Quimby, as well as Ribsy, Socks, and Ralph S. Mouse, have
delighted children for generations. Learn more about Beverly at
www.beverlycleary.com

7.6 in H | 5.1 in W | 1.4 lb Wt
Status:ACTIVE

Comp Titles
Henry Huggins

Cleary,
Beverly

HarperCollins 1/26/2016

9780380709120 $9.99
0380709120
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Ellen Tebbits

Cleary,
Beverly

HarperCollins 8/12/2008

9780380709137 $9.99
0380709139
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Henry and Beezus

Cleary,
Beverly

HarperCollins 3/18/2014

9780380709144 $9.99
0380709147
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Henry and the Clubhouse

Cleary,
Beverly

HarperCollins 3/18/2014

9780380709151 $9.99
0380709155
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Otis Spofford

Cleary,
Beverly

HarperCollins 8/12/2008

9780380709199 $9.99
0380709198
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Emily's Runaway
Imagination

Cleary,
Beverly

HarperCollins 12/30/2008

9780380709236 $8.50
0380709236
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Mitch and Amy

Cleary,
Beverly

HarperCollins 12/30/2008

9780380709250 $8.50
0380709252
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Socks

Cleary,
Beverly

HarperCollins 4/14/2015

9780380709267 $9.99
0380709260
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Ribsy

Cleary,
Beverly

HarperCollins 3/18/2014

9780380709557 $9.99
0380709554
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Muggie Maggie

Cleary,
Beverly

HarperCollins 4/14/2015

9780380710874 $8.50
0380710870
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

S20 Kids Drop ins

Stick Dog
Tom Watson
Markup Tags:
Now in PB

Summary
MEET STICK DOG:
With the humor of Big Nate and Wimpy Kid comes a new middle grade hero, this time
with four legs, a wet nose, and an insatiable appetite. Along with his four
dysfunctional friends, Stick Dog embarks on an epic quest to steal a hamburger. Told
with hilarious illustration and pitch-perfect humor, Stick Dog is destined to be top dog.
When Stick Dog’s quest for hamburgers turns out to be more difficult than he ever
could have imagined, he challenges his friends to come up with a master plan. Their
unconventional solutions range from jumping off a cliff to stealing a car. Whatever it
takes, these dogs are absolutely determined to have burgers for dinner.
Now available in paperback!

HarperCollins
9780062264350
0062264354
Pub Date: 5/12/2020
On Sale Date: 5/12/2020
Ship Date: 4/15/2020
$7.99/$9.99 Can.
Paperback

Contributor Bio

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 92
Print Run: 40K
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction / Animals
JUV002070
Series: Stick Dog
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.5 in T | 0.4
lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING
Related Products
Also Available

Tom Watson lives in Chicago with his wife, daughter, and son. He also has a dog, as
you could probably guess. The dog is a Labrador-Newfoundland mix. Tom says he
looks like a Labrador with a bad perm. He wanted to name the dog
“Put Your Shirt On”(please don’t ask why), but he was outvoted by his family. The
dog’s name is Shadow. Early in his career Tom worked in politics, including a stint as
the chief speechwriter for the governor of Ohio. This experience helped him develop
the unique storytelling narrative style of the Stick Dog books. More important, Tom’s
time in politics made him realize a very important thing: Kids are way smarter than
adults. And it’s a lot more fun and rewarding to write stories for them than to write
speeches for grown-ups.

Quotes
“Get ready to laugh (and crave a burger or two) in this first of many Stick Dog
adventures.” -Brightly

Trouble at Table 5 #3: The Firefly
Fix 9780062953469 $7.25
Trouble at Table 5 #3: The Firefly
Fix 9780062953476 $19.99
Trouble at Table 5 #3: The Firefly
Fix 9780062953483 $5.99

Comp Titles
Trouble at Table 5 #1:
The Candy Caper

Watson, Tom

HarperCollins

2/25/2020

9780062953407 $7.25
0062953400
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Stick Dog

Watson, Tom

HarperCollins

1/8/2013

9780062110787 $15.99
0062110780
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

A Dog Like Daisy

Tubb, Kristin
O'Donnell

Katherine Tegen
9780062463258 $9.99
3/12/2019
Books
006246325X
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

2/16/2016

9780062367532 $9.99
0062367536
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

HarperCollins

10/4/2016

9780062377548 $15.99
006237754X
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

HarperCollins

5/19/2015

9780062278074 $15.99
006227807X
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

Big Nate Goes for Broke Peirce, Lincoln HarperCollins
Hamstersaurus Rex

O'Donnell,
Tom

Stick Dog Dreams of Ice
Watson, Tom
Cream

Stick Cat

Watson, Tom

HarperCollins

5/3/2016

9780062411006 $15.99
0062411004
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

Stick Cat: Cats in the
City

Watson, Tom

HarperCollins

4/25/2017

9780062411020 $15.99
0062411020
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

Stick Cat: Two Catch a
Thief

Watson, Tom

HarperCollins

10/3/2017

9780062411044 $15.99
0062411047
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

Stick Cat: Two Cats and
Watson, Tom
a Baby

HarperCollins

9/25/2018

9780062741189 $15.99
0062741187
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

Stick Cat: Two Cats to
the Rescue

Watson, Tom

HarperCollins

9/24/2019

9780062741202 $15.99
0062741209
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

Trouble at Table 5 #2:
Busted by Breakfast

Watson, Tom

HarperCollins

2/25/2020

9780062953438 $7.25
0062953435
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Ember and the Ice Dragons
Heather Fawcett
Markup Note:
Now in PB
Canadian Author
"This highly readable middle grade fantasy adventure wins with its likable heroine and
ecological angle."
- School Library Journal
"Fawcett's story is full of original details that add depth… But it is the richly nuanced primary
and secondary characters, as well as the evenhanded inclusion of females as intelligent
scientists, that give the story its richness… Fresh and original."
- Kirkus Reviews

Balzer + Bray
9780062854520
0062854526
Pub Date: 8/11/2020
On Sale Date: 8/11/2020
Ship Date: 7/15/2020
$7.99/$9.99 Can.
Paperback
384 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Print Run: 30K
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7
Juvenile Fiction / Fantasy & Magic
JUV037000
7.6 in H | 5.1 in W | 1 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

"Stunning descriptions and well-rounded characters are woven into a story that hums with
excitement and adventure."
- ALA Booklist

Markup Tags:
Canadian author, Now in PB

Summary
Ember St. George is a dragon. At least she was before her adoptive father—a
powerful but accident-prone Magician—turned her into a human girl to save her life.
Unfortunately, Ember’s growing tendency to burst into flames at certain
temperatures—not to mention her invisible wings—is making it too dangerous for her
to stay in London. The solution: ship Ember off to her aunt’s research station in frigid
Antarctica.
Though eccentric Aunt Myra takes getting used to, Ember quickly feels at home in this
land of ice storms, mischievous penguins, and twenty-four-hour nights. She even
finds herself making friends with a girl genius called Nisha and a mysterious orphan
named Moss. Then she discovers that Antarctica is home to the Winterglass Hunt, a
yearly tradition in which rare ice dragons are hunted for their jeweled scales. Furious,
Ember decides to join the hunt to sabotage it from the inside.
But being an undercover dragon isn’t easy—especially among dragon hunters. Can a
twelve-year-old fire dragon survive the dangers that come her way in the Antarctic
wilderness and protect the ice dragons from extinction?

Contributor Bio
Heather Fawcett is also the author of the forthcoming middle grade novel The
Language of Ghosts and the young adult series Even the Darkest Stars. She has a
master’s degree in English literature and has worked as an archaeologist,
photographer, technical writer, and backstage assistant for a Shakespearean theater
festival. She lives on Vancouver Island, Canada.

Quotes
“A hugely inventive and enjoyable fantasy. Pure magic.” -Claire Fayers, author of The
Voyage to Magical North
Praise for EVEN THE DARKEST STARS: “An utterly inventive and wholly original
debut.” -Booklist
“This highly readable middle grade fantasy adventure wins with its likable heroine and
ecological angle.” -School Library Journal

“Fawcett’s story is full of original details that add depth… But it is the richly nuanced
primary and secondary characters, as well as the evenhanded inclusion of females as
intelligent scientists, that give the story its richness… Fresh and original.” -Kirkus
Reviews
“Stunning descriptions and well-rounded characters are woven into a story that hums
with excitement and adventure.” -ALA Booklist
“A n interesting twist on the typical dragon novel…. Bookworm readers will relate to
Ember’s solitude-loving character in spite of her different species, and astute readers
will see real-life parallels to the ethics of dragon hunting.” -Bulletin of the Center for
Children’s Books
“Smart, funny and full of wonder. Part gripping Arctic adventure, part richly woven
fantasy, this is the rare type of story that readers will want to visit again and again.”
-Kim Ventrella, author of Skeleton Tree and Bone Hollow
“Full of intrigue and adventure, magic and science, Ember and the Ice Dragons will
keep you reading all the way to the last icy, breathless page.” -Ruth Lauren, author of
Prisoner of Ice and Snow
Praise for EVEN THE DARKEST STARS: “With a dash of romantic entanglement, a rich
original mythology, and a sizzler of a twist at the end, this duology opener will appeal
to fans of femalecentric fantasy by such authors as Leigh Bardugo and Sarah Maas.”
-Kirkus Reviews
Praise for EVEN THE DARKEST STARS: “Brilliantly rendering aspects of
mountaineering, debut novelist fawcett makes readers feel the constant danger and
bitter cold.” -Voice of Youth Advocates (VOYA)
Praise for EVEN THE DARKEST STARS: “Fawcett brings snow-capped mountains—and
their baleful secrets—alive in this magical, atmospheric debut.” -Evelyn Skye, New
York Times bestselling author of The Crown’s Game and The Crown’s Fate
Praise for EVEN THE DARKEST STARS: “Cinematically vivid…immersive and
absorbing.” -Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books
Praise for EVEN THE DARKEST STARS: “A deeply satisfying feast for fantasy lovers. It
has dragons, witches, and ghosts as you’ve never seen them before, magic and thrills
aplenty, and characters that you will gladly follow to the ends of the earth—or to the
summit of the tallest mountain in the world. I fell in love with this book from the
earliest pages and have left the gnawed-off pieces of my heart scattered across the
Aryas” -Catherine Egan, author of Julia Vanishes
Praise for EVEN THE DARKEST STARS: “A lush adventure filled with magic, myth, and
monsters. Even the Darkest Stars will sweep you off your feet, steal your heart
somewhere between the mountains and sky, and leave you breathless.” -Sarah Glenn
Marsh, author of Fear the Drowning Deep and Reign of the Fallen

Comp Titles
All the Wandering
Light

Fawcett,
Heather

Balzer + Bray

12/4/2018

9780062463418 $21.99
0062463411
CAD

Hardcover

Young Adult
Fiction

Even the Darkest
Stars

Fawcett,
Heather

Balzer + Bray

9/5/2017

9780062463388 $21.99
0062463381
CAD

Hardcover

Young Adult
Fiction

Even the Darkest
Stars

Fawcett,
Heather

Balzer + Bray

11/6/2018

9780062463395 $12.50
006246339X
CAD

Paperback

Young Adult
Fiction

Ember and the Ice
Dragons

Fawcett,
Heather

Balzer + Bray

8/11/2020

9780062854520 $9.99
0062854526
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Elementals: Ice
Wolves

Kaufman,
Amie

HarperCollins

3/27/2018

9780062457981 $21.00
0062457985
CAD

Hardcover

Juvenile
Fiction

Elementals: Ice
Wolves

Kaufman,
Amie

HarperCollins

2/26/2019

9780062457998 $8.50
0062457993
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Brambleheart #2:
Bayberry Island

Cole, Henry

Katherine Tegen
Books

7/3/2018

9780062245625 $8.50
0062245627
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Dragonfell

Prineas,
Sarah

HarperCollins

3/24/2020

9780062665560 $9.99
0062665561
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction

Brambleheart

Cole, Henry

Katherine Tegen
Books

4/4/2017

9780062245441 $8.50
0062245449
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile
Fiction
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Power Play
Eric Walters
Markup Note:
Canadian Author
Now in Digest
Markup Tags:
Canadian author, Reissue

Summary
“You’re going to spend some time on the power play, on penalty kill, and start right
off as the second line centre,” he told me.
I didn’t question why he was putting me on the second line. I’d show him the first
line was the place I belonged.
Harper Trophy Canada
9781443407625
1443407623
Pub Date: 4/14/2020
On Sale Date: 4/14/2020
Ship Date: 3/18/2020
$12.99 Can.
Trade Paperback
240 Pages
Carton Qty: 64
Ages 13 And Up
Juvenile Fiction
JUV000000

“The important thing is that you’ve been drafted,” he said. “You’re going to play
Junior A, and you’re going to be on my team. You’re my player.”
No one is tougher than Cody: not his hockey teammates, not his rivals on the ice, not
even his old man after he’s been drinking. Cody only wants one thing—to make it to
the NHL—and he won’t let anything get in his way. When a Junior A league scout
helps Cody make the draft and becomes his coach, Cody can hardly believe it. Finally,
someone who sees his potential! But he soon learns that his new champion will take
as much as he gives. And, before long, Cody’s lucky break has transformed into a
nightmare of secrets, lies and a terrible abuse of power.

Contributor Bio

7.1 in H | 5 in W | 0.5 in T | 0.4 lb
Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING
Related Products
Other Formats
Power Play 9781443407618
$14.99

ERIC WALTERS, a former elementary school teacher, is one of Canada's most
popular authors for children and young adults. He has written more than seventy
books that together have won more than a hundred awards, and talks to hundreds of
young people in schools and libraries across the country each year. He is also the
founder of Creation of Hope, which provides care for orphans in the Makueni district
of Kenya, and lives in Mississauga, Ontario. Visit him online at www.ericwalters.net.

Quotes
“A gripping story and an important book.” —SHELDON KENNEDY, FORMER NHL
PLAYER AND CO-FOUNDER OF RESPECT GROUP INC.
“A gripping story of hockey, ambition, and power—both on and off the ice.” —QUILL &
QUIRE
“Power Play is compelling look at what happens when the player-coach relationship is
abused.” —YA BOOKSHELF
“Walters excels at the hockey scenes, especially the complex relationships players
have with each other—at once enemies and friends. No holds are barred here—the
fighting, teasing and prank playing, not to mention the alcohol and the puck-bunnies,
all reflect the reality of Junior A hockey in Canada. But most importantly, Walters
magically weaves the web of belief as he shows how Connors slowly and carefully
draws Cody into his clutches. . . . A must-read for any aspiring hockey player.” —CM
MAGAZINE (HIGHLY RECOMMENDED)

Comp Titles
Home Ice

Earle, Tom HarperTrophy

9/3/2013 9781443409049 $14.99

Paperback

Juvenile Fiction

Advantage

1443409049

CAD

Northern
Exposures

Walters,
Eric

HarperTrophy

5/15/2012

9781443414197 $9.99
1443414190
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile Fiction

Beverly Hills
Maasai

Walters,
Eric

Doubleday
Canada

9/7/2010

9780385669030 $14.95
0385669038
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Juvenile Fiction

End of Days

Walters,
Eric

Doubleday
Canada

9/27/2011

9780385670067 $12.99
0385670060
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Young Adult
Fiction

I've Got An Idea

Walters,
Eric

HarperTrophy

5/15/2012

9781443414203 $8.99
1443414204
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile Fiction

Ricky

Walters,
Eric

HarperTrophy

5/15/2012

9781443414210 $8.99
1443414212
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile Fiction

The Money Pit
Mystery

Walters,
Eric

HarperTrophy

5/15/2012

9781443414227 $9.99
1443414220
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile Fiction

Stranded

Walters,
Eric

HarperTrophy

5/15/2012

9781443414234 $9.99
1443414239
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile Fiction

Visions

Walters,
Eric

HarperTrophy

5/15/2012

9781443414241 $8.99
1443414247
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile Fiction

End of Days

Walters,
Eric

Doubleday
Canada

1/3/2012

9780385670067 $14.95
9780385670067 CAD

Trade
Paperback

Juvenile Fiction

Power Play

Walters,
Eric

HarperTrophy

1/22/2013

9781443407618 $14.99
1443407615
CAD

Paperback

Juvenile Fiction
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S20 Kids Drop ins

Get Even TV Tie-in Edition
Gretchen McNeil
Markup Note:
Please note the following Netflix Tie-in dropping into the Summer 2020 season.
Gretchen McNeil's Get Even series is expected to premier on Netflix in North
American this summer. The series has already streamed on BBC iPlayer in the UK
with iPlayer noting really strong stream numbers.
The BBC Trailer can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/JJz5UeaFkjE As you can see
it looks like it's perfect for fans of Pretty Little Liars and Riverdale.
Markup Tags:
TV Tie-in

Balzer + Bray
9780063051942
006305194X
Pub Date: 7/7/2020
On Sale Date: 7/7/2020
Ship Date: 6/10/2020
$10.99/$14.99 Can.
Paperback
400 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Print Run: 40K
Ages 13 And Up, Grades 8 And Up
Young Adult Fiction / Mysteries &
Detective Stories
YAF042000
Series: Don't Get Mad
8 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.7 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Summary
Bree, Olivia, Kitty, and Margot have nothing in common. At least that’s what they’d
like the students and administrators of elite private school Bishop DuMaine to think.
The girls have different goals, different friends, and different lives, but they share one
very big secret: They’re all members of Don’t Get Mad, a secret society that
anonymously takes revenge on the bullies, mean girls, and tyrannical teachers of
Bishop DuMaine.
But when their latest target ends up dead with a blood-soaked “DGM” card in his
hands, the girls realize that they’re not as anonymous as they thought—and that
someone now wants revenge on them.
As the unlikely group searches for the killer, they also uncover secrets and lies that
rock their tenuous friendship to the core. Soon the clues are piling up, the police are
closing in . . . and everyone has something to lose.

Contributor Bio
Gretchen McNeil is an opera singer, a writer, and a clown. She is also the author of
3:59, Possess, and Ten, which was a 2013 YALSA Top Ten Quick Pick for Reluctant
Young Adult Readers, a Romantic Times Top Pick, an ALA Booklist Top Ten Horror
Fiction for Youth, and was nominated for “Best Young Adult Contemporary Novel of
2012” by Romantic Times. Gretchen blogs with the Enchanted Inkpot and is a
founding member of the vlog group the YARebels. You can visit her online at
www.gretchenmcneil.com.

Quotes
Praise for TEN: “TEN is a real page turner! Gretchen McNeil knows how to plot a
thriller: Her setup is flawless and the suspense kept me on the edge of my seat.”
-Christopher Pike, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the THIRST series and
REMEMBER ME
Praise for POSSESS: “A fantastic YA debut …. the humor and occasional twists will
keep fans of the genre hooked and wanting to finish this book in one sitting.” -School
Library Journal
Praise for POSSESS: “McNeil strikes a fine balance between outright scares and
sarcastic humor…[a] light, entertaining read.” -ALA Booklist
Praise for POSSESS: “With demons, secrets, and a butt-kicking heroine, POSSESS is a
whole lotta dark and twisted fun!” -Kimberly Derting, author of the Body Finder series
Praise for POSSESS: “A dark, unique, and intelligent novel with frightening twists
around every corner that left me breathless.” -Courtney Allison Moulton, author of
ANGELFIRE

Praise for TEN: “Gretchen McNeil’s TEN is my new number one! I jumped at every
creaking floorboard in my house and on the page. This is sure to be a teen thriller
classic!” -Nancy Holder, Bram Stoker Award winning author of THE SCREAMING
SEASON
“The suspense that McNeil (Ten) builds should keep readers curious to discover what
happens next.” -Publishers Weekly
Praise for 3:59: “This book is scientifically action-packed, complete with monsters and
drama. Teens who are fans of the ever-popular Dr. Who television series will love this
book.”—VOYA -Voice of Youth Advocates (VOYA)
“GET EVEN expertly mixes suspense and snark, proving once again that Gretchen
McNeil is a master of the teen thriller.” -Heather Cocks and Jessica Morgan, founders
of Go Fug Yourself
“Don’t get mad, get reading this wild ride filled with twists and turns, revenge and
romance, suspense and Shakespeare. I can’t wait to see what Gretchen McNeil comes
up with next.” -Elizabeth Eulberg, author of Revenge of the Girl with the Great
Personality
“A revenge story with murder, mayhem, and Gretchen McNeil’s signature snark? Yes
please! Gretchen proves once and for all that revenge is a dish best served deadly.
Readers will be immediately sucked into the dangerously intriguing world of DGM and
by the end they’ll be dying for the sequel.” -Jessica Brody, bestselling author of The
Unremembered Trilogy and The Karma Club
“GET EVEN is an edge-of-your-seat, sink-your-teeth-into-it mystery -- filled with vivid,
intriguing characters, set against the ruthless landscape of a modern high school. I’m
dying for the next book!” -Katie Alender, author of the Bad Girls Don't Die series
“This suspenseful whodunit…is sure to appeal to a broad audience and engage
reluctant readers.” -Voice of Youth Advocates (VOYA)
“A compelling contemporary thriller” -Kirkus Reviews
“If you’re a Pretty Little Liars fan, it’s safe to say you’ll love Get Even” -Bustle.com
“Will engage readers.” -Romantic Times
“Ever-enjoyable…McNeil has a screenwriter’s instincts.” -Booklist
Praise for 3:59: “McNeil’s movie-quick setup speed and humorously inventive
language...make her a very welcoming author who succeeds at injecting fresh verve
into some stalwart sci-fi concepts.” -Booklist
Praise for TEN: “A breathless read.” -Kirkus Reviews
Praise for TEN: “In the esteemed tradition of teen horror fiction, TEN hits all the high
notes: a stormy night, illicit liaisons, cut phone lines, suspicious disappearances,
double-crosses, secret histories, and plenty of twists.” -Booklist
Praise for TEN: “Agatha Christie meets Gossip Girl in McNeil’s throwback to old-school
thrillers.” -Publishers Weekly
Praise for TEN: “A quick-paced thriller full of half-facts and red herrings that take
readers through the twists and turns of a deadly weekend.” -School Library Journal

Comp Titles
Get Dirty McNeil, Gretchen Balzer + Bray 6/16/2015

9780062260871
$12.50 CAD Paperback Young Adult Fiction
0062260871

Get Even McNeil, Gretchen Balzer + Bray 9/16/2014

9780062260857
$12.50 CAD Paperback Young Adult Fiction
0062260855

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Get Dirty TV Tie-in Edition
Gretchen McNeil
Markup Tags:
TV Tie-in

Summary
A thrilling and darkly funny mystery, from the acclaimed author of TEN.
The members of Don’t Get Mad aren’t just mad anymore . . . they’re afraid. And with
Margot in a coma and Bree under house arrest, it’s up to Olivia and Kitty to try to
catch their deadly tormentor. But just as the girls are about to go on the offensive, Ed
the Head reveals a shocking secret that turns all their theories upside down. The killer
could be anyone, and this time he—or she—is out for more than just revenge.

Balzer + Bray
9780063051928
0063051923
Pub Date: 7/7/2020
On Sale Date: 7/7/2020
Ship Date: 6/10/2020
$10.99/$14.99 Can.
Paperback
384 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Print Run: 40K
Ages 13 And Up, Grades 8 And Up
Young Adult Fiction / Mysteries &
Detective Stories
YAF042000
Series: Don't Get Mad
8 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.7 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

The girls desperately try to discover the killer’s identity as their personal lives are
falling apart: Donté is pulling away from Kitty and seems to be hiding a secret of his
own, Bree is under constant surveillance by her mom’s bodyguard, and Olivia’s
mother is on an emotional downward spiral. The killer is closing in, the threats are
becoming more personal, and when the police refuse to listen, the girls have no
choice but to confront their anonymous friend . . . or die trying.

Contributor Bio
Gretchen McNeil is an opera singer, a writer, and a clown. She is also the author of
Get Even, as well as Ten, which was a 2013 YALSA Top Ten Quick Pick for Reluctant
Young Adult Readers, a Romantic Times Top Pick, an ALA Booklist Top Ten Horror
Fiction for Youth, and was nominated for Best Young Adult Contemporary Novel of
2012 by Romantic Times. Gretchen blogs with the Enchanted Inkpot and is a founding
member of the vlog group the YARebels. You can visit her online at
www.gretchenmcneil.com.

Quotes
Praise for TEN: “A quick-paced thriller full of half-facts and red herrings that take
readers through the twists and turns of a deadly weekend.” -School Library Journal
Praise for GET EVEN: “Get Even is an edge-of-your-seat, sink-your-teeth-into-it
mystery filled with vivd, intriguing characters and set against the ruthless landscape
of a modern high school. I’m dying for the next book!” -Katie Alender, author of the
Bad Girls Don't Die series
Praise for GET EVEN: “A compelling contemporary thriller” -Kirkus Reviews
Praise for GET EVEN: “The suspense that McNeil (Ten) builds should keep readers
curious to discover what happens next.” -Publishers Weekly
Praise for GET EVEN: “Will engage readers.” -Romantic Times
Praise for 3:59: “McNeil’s movie-quick setup speed and humorously inventive
language...make her a very welcoming author who succeeds at injecting fresh verve
into some stalwart sci-fi concepts.” -Booklist
Praise for 3:59: “This book is scientifically action-packed, complete with monsters and
drama. Teens who are fans of the ever-popular Dr. Who television series will love this
book.” -Voice of Youth Advocates (VOYA)
Praise for TEN: “A breathless read.” -Kirkus Reviews
Praise for TEN: “In the esteemed tradition of teen horror fiction, TEN hits all the high
notes: a stormy night, illicit liaisons, cut phone lines, suspicious disappearances,
double-crosses, secret histories, and plenty of twists.” -Booklist
Praise for TEN: “Agatha Christie meets Gossip Girl in McNeil’s throwback to old-school
thrillers.” -Publishers Weekly
Praise for TEN: “Gretchen McNeil’s TEN is my new number one! I jumped at every
creaking floorboard in my house and on the page. This is sure to be a teen thriller
classic!” -Nancy Holder, Bram Stoker Award winning author of THE SCREAMING
SEASON

Praise for TEN: “TEN is a real page turner! Gretchen McNeil knows how to plot a
thriller: Her setup is flawless and the suspense kept me on the edge of my seat.”
-Christopher Pike, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the THIRST series and
REMEMBER ME
Praise for POSSESS: “A fantastic YA debut …. the humor and occasional twists will
keep fans of the genre hooked and wanting to finish this book in one sitting.” -School
Library Journal
Praise for POSSESS: “McNeil strikes a fine balance between outright scares and
sarcastic humor…[a] light, entertaining read.” -ALA Booklist
Praise for POSSESS: “With demons, secrets, and a butt-kicking heroine, POSSESS is a
whole lotta dark and twisted fun!” -Kimberly Derting, author of the Body Finder series
Praise for POSSESS: “A dark, unique, and intelligent novel with frightening twists
around every corner that left me breathless.” -Courtney Allison Moulton, author of
ANGELFIRE
“Fans of the first book will appreciate the fast pace and light tone” -Booklist
Praise for GET EVEN: “GET EVEN expertly mixes suspense and snark, proving once
again that Gretchen McNeil is a master of the teen thriller.” -Heather Cocks and
Jessica Morgan, Founders of Go Fug Yourself
Praise for GET EVEN: “Don’t get mad, get reading this wild ride filled with twists and
turns, revenge and romance, suspense and Shakespeare. I can’t wait to see what
Gretchen McNeil comes up with next.” -Elizabeth Eulberg, author of Revenge of the
Girl with the Great Personality
Praise for GET EVEN: “A revenge story with murder, mayhem, and Gretchen McNeil’s
signature snark? Yes please! Gretchen proves once and for all that revenge is a dish
best served deadly. Readers will be immediately sucked into the dangerously
intriguing world of DGM and by the end they’ll be dying for the sequel.” -Jessica
Brody, bestselling author of The Unremembered Trilogy and The Karma Club

Comp Titles
Get Dirty McNeil, Gretchen Balzer + Bray 6/16/2015

9780062260871
$12.50 CAD Paperback Young Adult Fiction
0062260871

Get Even McNeil, Gretchen Balzer + Bray 9/16/2014

9780062260857
$12.50 CAD Paperback Young Adult Fiction
0062260855
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Crier's War
Nina Varela
Markup Note:
PRAISE FOR CRIER'S WAR
During the first week on sale, Crier's War was…
#1 Amazon New Release in Teen & Young Adult Gay & Lesbian Literature
#5 Amazon Teen & Young Adult LGBT Romance
#9 Amazon Teen & Young Adult Gay & Lesbian Fiction
"A lush #OwnVoices fantasy debut with science fiction elements and LGBTQIA+
representation, perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas's Throne of Glass." - School
Library Journal
"Dizzying political machinations intertwine with a burgeoning romance. The plot
zooms ahead with nail-biting tension. A fresh, suspenseful take on the robot
apocalypse." - Kirkus Reviews

Quill Tree Books
9780062823953
0062823957
Pub Date: 8/11/2020
On Sale Date: 8/11/2020
Ship Date: 7/15/2020
$10.99/$13.50 Can.
Paperback
464 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Print Run: 35K
Ages 14 And Up, Grades 9 And Up
Young Adult Fiction / Fantasy
YAF019030
Series: Crier's War
8 in H | 5.3 in W | 1 in T | 1 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

"Rife with mystery, romantic tension, and political intrigue, Varela's debut novel is
perfect for readers craving queer fantasy with dense world building." -Booklist
"Captivating political machinations among intricately linked characters create a
suspenseful read with particular appeal to fans of queer romance." -Publishers
Weekly
Markup Tags:
Now in PB

Summary
Impossible love between two girls—one human, one Made. A love that could
birth a revolution.
After the War of Kinds, the Automae, designed to be the playthings of royals, usurped
the estates of their owners and bent the human race to their will. Now Ayla, a human
servant rising in the ranks at the sovereign’s house, dreams of avenging the death of
her family...by killing his daughter, Lady Crier.
Crier, who was Made to be beautiful, flawless...and to succeed her father. Crier had
been preparing to do just that, but that was before she was betrothed to Scyre Kinok.
Before she discovered her father isn’t as benevolent as she once thought. Before she
met a passionate girl named Ayla.

Contributor Bio
Nina Varela is a nationally awarded writer of screenplays, short fiction, poetry, and
novels. Crier’s War is her debut novel. Iron Heart is its epic sequel. She is originally
from Durham, North Carolina, and now lives in Los Angeles.

Quotes
“Masterful storytelling, woven with gorgeous poetic prose. You can’t help but be lured
into this vividly imagined world. As heart-wrenching as it is unforgettable.” -Erin
Summerill, author of the Clash of Kingdoms trilogy
"Captivating political machinations among intricately linked characters create a
suspenseful read with particular appeal to fans of queer romance." -Publishers Weekly
“This interesting mesh of sci-fi and fantasy situates androids within court intrigue,
enhanced with a steamy, well-paced lesbian romance that will make readers impatient
to nab the next novel.” -Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books
“Crier’s War is a beautiful poem of a book. Fans of both fantasy and sci-fi: this book

is for you.” -Tara Sim, Author of the Timekeeper Trilogy
“Dizzying political machinations intertwine with a burgeoning romance. The plot
zooms ahead with nail-biting tension. A fresh, suspenseful take on the robot
apocalypse.” -Kirkus Reviews
“Rife with mystery, romantic tension, and political intrigue, Varela’s debut novel is
perfect for readers craving queer fantasy with dense world building.” -Booklist
“A lush #OwnVoices fantasy debut with science fiction elements and LGBTQIA+
representation, perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas’s Throne of Glass.” -School Library
Journal

Comp Titles
Iron Heart

Varela, Nina

Quill Tree Books

9/8/2020

9780062823977 $21.99
0062823973
CAD

Hardcover

Young
Adult
Fiction

Three Dark
Crowns

Blake,
Kendare

Quill Tree Books

4/3/2018

9780062385444 $13.50
0062385445
CAD

Paperback

Young
Adult
Fiction

Three Dark
Crowns

Blake,
Kendare

Quill Tree Books

9/20/2016

9780062385437 $21.99
0062385437
CAD

Hardcover

Young
Adult
Fiction

The Winner's Rutkoski,
Curse
Marie

Square Fish

3/3/2015

9781250056979 $15.99
1250056977
CAD

Young
Trade Paperback Adult
Fiction

The Winner's Rutkoski,
Curse
Marie

Farrar, Straus and
Giroux (BYR)

3/4/2014

9780374384678 $26.99
0374384673
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket

Young
Adult
Fiction

Ash

Lo, Malinda

Little, Brown Books
for Young Readers

9780316040105 $14.49
10/5/2010
031604010X
CAD

Paperback

Young
Adult
Fiction

Ash

Lo, Malinda

Little, Brown Books
for Young Readers

9/1/2009

9780316040099 $19.99
0316040096
CAD

Hardcover

Young
Adult
Fiction

A Game of
Thrones

Martin,
Bantam
George R. R.

5/28/2002

9780553381689 $21.00
0553381687
CAD

Trade Paperback Fiction

A Game of
Thrones

Martin,
Bantam
George R. R.

8/1/1996

9780553103540 $41.00
0553103547
CAD

Hardcover

Fiction

Crier's War

Varela, Nina

10/1/2019

9780062823946 $21.99
0062823949
CAD

Hardcover

Young
Adult
Fiction

Quill Tree Books
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Tiny Pretty Things TV Tie-in Edition
Sona Charaipotra, Dhonielle Clayton
Markup Note:
We have another Netflix property set to air this fall, with Tiny Pretty Things. The
exact air date is still TBC. The first season is expected to be 10 episodes.
• The series is produced by Insurrection Media (the creators of the Snapchat
original series THE DEAD GIRLS DETECTIVE AGENCY)
• Filming wrapped in Toronto in October 2019
Stars include Lauren Holly, Casimere Jollette (FREDI, ), Daniela Norman (Cats), &
Jess Salgueiro (The Expanse, Letterkenny, Saving Hope)
Markup Tags:
TV Tie-in

HarperCollins
9780063056558
0063056550
Pub Date: 8/11/2020
On Sale Date: 8/11/2020
Ship Date: 7/15/2020
$11.99/$14.99 Can.
Paperback
448 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Print Run: 50K
Ages 14 And Up, Grades 9 And Up
Young Adult Fiction / Performing
Arts
YAF047010
8 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.7 lb Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Summary
Soon to be a Netflix Original Series!
Gigi, Bette, and June, three top students at an exclusive Manhattan ballet school,
have seen their fair share of drama. Free-spirited new girl Gigi just wants to
dance—but the very act might kill her. Privileged New Yorker Bette's desire to escape
the shadow of her ballet-star sister brings out a dangerous edge in her. And
perfectionist June needs to land a lead role this year or her controlling mother will put
an end to her dancing dreams forever.
When every dancer is both friend and foe, the girls will sacrifice, manipulate, and
backstab to be the best of the best.
Featuring a diverse cast of characters, plenty of gossip, lies, and scandals, Tiny Pretty
Things is a riveting read about three not-so-perfect ballerinas who will do anything to
get to the top, from authors Dhonielle Clayton and Sona Charaipotra.

Contributor Bio
Sona Charaipotra and Dhonielle Clayton are graduates of the New School’s Writing for
Children MFA program. Sona is a New York City–based journalist. Dhonielle is a
librarian in Harlem, and taught at a cutthroat ballet academy. They cofounded CAKE
Literary, a boutique book packaging company with a decidedly diverse bent.

Quotes
“A page–turner with a heart.” -Kirkus Reviews
“Appealing both to dancers and drama lovers, this engaging, pulpy read skillfully
explores a variety of issues, from sexual orientation to ethnic identity to single–parent
households, in a glamorous, high–stakes setting.” -Booklist
“Diversity is organically spotlighted [in this] fun and fast read.” -School Library
Journal
“A beautiful example of diversity in characters and settings.” -Voice of Youth
Advocates (VOYA)
“Charaipotra and Clayton skillfully craft three distinctive, complex characters. This
enticing glimpse into the ballet world is rich with detail and drama as the authors
highlight its glamour and darkness.” -Publishers Weekly
It’s impossible not to get sucked in, and the cast of characters is so diverse and fully
realized, you root even for the nastiest of them. Highly recommended not just for
teens but for anyone who enjoys complex social hierarchies, characters who will do
anything to get what they want, and just plain good storytelling. -Francesca Zappia,
author of Made You Up

Comp Titles

HarperTeen

7/12/2016

9780062342409 $13.50
0062342401
CAD

Young
Paperback Adult
Fiction

Tiny Pretty Things

Charaipotra,
Sona

HarperTeen

9780062342393 $21.99
5/26/2015
0062342398
CAD

Young
Hardcover Adult
Fiction

Shiny Broken Pieces: A
Tiny Pretty Things Novel

Charaipotra,
Sona

HarperTeen

7/12/2016

9780062342423 $21.99
0062342428
CAD

Young
Hardcover Adult
Fiction

Shiny Broken Pieces: A
Tiny Pretty Things Novel

Charaipotra,
Sona

HarperTeen

6/27/2017

9780062342430 $13.50
0062342436
CAD

Young
Paperback Adult
Fiction

A Thousand Beginnings
and Endings

Oh, Ellen

Greenwillow
Books

9780062671158 $21.99
6/26/2018
0062671154
CAD

Young
Hardcover Adult
Fiction

A Thousand Beginnings
and Endings

Oh, Ellen

Greenwillow
Books

1/14/2020

9780062671165 $13.50
0062671162
CAD

Young
Paperback Adult
Fiction

Tiny Pretty Things

Charaipotra,
Sona
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Angel Mage
Garth Nix
Markup Note:
ANGEL MAGE * 3 starred reviews! *
"A unique magical system based on angel summoning and icons, deft
characterization-including male and female protagonists and LGBTQ
representation-and an affectionate rendering of Dumas's style will delight teen and
adult fans of swashbuckling romance." -Publishers Weekly
"Nix's complex system of angelic magic, and the toll it takes, is fascinating, and he
weaves an exciting adventure full of intrigue and action while portraying women in
power in a refreshingly casual way. An original and gripping adventure." -Kirkus
Reviews
"The vivid characters . . . jump off the pages. Their growing relationships steal the
show. But there are plenty of embellishments that enhance the more personal
aspects of the story. And kudos to fantasy stalwart Nix for a story with gender and
racial equality." -Booklist
Katherine Tegen Books
9780062683236
0062683233
Pub Date: 8/25/2020
On Sale Date: 8/25/2020
Ship Date: 7/29/2020
$10.99/$13.50 Can.
Paperback
576 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Print Run: 40K
Ages 14 And Up, Grades 9 And Up
Young Adult Fiction / Fantasy
YAF019030
8 in H | 5.3 in W | 1.3 in T | 1 lb
Wt
Status:FORTHCOMING

Markup Tags:
Now in PB

Summary
More than a century has passed since Liliath crept into the empty sarcophagus of
Saint Marguerite, fleeing the Fall of Ystara. But she emerges from her magical sleep
still beautiful, looking no more than nineteen, and once again renews her singleminded quest to be united with her lover, Palleniel, the archangel of Ystara.
It's a seemingly impossible quest, but Liliath is one of the greatest practitioners of
angelic magic to have ever lived, summoning angels and forcing them to do her
bidding. Four young people hold her interest: Simeon, a studious doctor-in-training;
Henri, a dedicated fortune hunter; Agnez, a glory-seeking musketeer; and Dorotea,
icon-maker and scholar of angelic magic.
The four feel a strange kinship from the moment they meet but do not suspect their
importance. And none of them know just how Liliath plans to use them, as mere
pawns in her plan, no matter the cost to everyone else . . .
Fans of Cassandra Clare, Holly Black, and Leigh Bardugo will fall in love with Angel
Mage, a feminist fantasy that takes place in an alternate European world ruled by
fearsome magic and deadly passions.

Contributor Bio
Garth Nix is a New York Times bestselling novelist of the Old Kingdom fantasy series,
beginning with Sabriel and continuing to Goldenhand; the sci-fi novels Shade’s
Children and A Confusion of Princes; the Regency romance with magic Newt’s
Emerald; and novels for children including The Ragwitch; the Seventh Tower
sequence; the Keys to the Kingdom series; and Frogkisser!. Garth has written
numerous short stories, some of which are collected in Across the Wall and To Hold
the Bridge. He has also cowritten several children’s book series with Sean Williams,
including Troubletwisters and Have Sword, Will Travel. You can find him online at
www.garthnix.com

Quotes
“At once an allegory regarding war and peace and a testament to friendship, this is
thought-provoking fantasy.”

-Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“A swashbuckling adventure with lashings of swordplay, dastardly intrigue, and the
most original magic I’ve seen in years.” -Joe Abercrombie, bestselling author of the
First Law Trilogy
Praise for LIRAEL: “What makes Lirael a delight is the magic that Nix brings to his
story and to his characters.”
-Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“Riveting.”
-Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
Praise for ABHORSEN: “Breathtaking, bittersweet, and utterly unforgettable.”
-Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
“A unique magical system based on angel summoning and icons, deft characterization
—including male and female protagonists and LGBTQ representation—and an
affectionate rendering of Dumas’s style will delight teen and adult fans of
swashbuckling romance.” -Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“Nix’s complex system of angelic magic, and the toll it takes, is fascinating, and he
weaves an exciting adventure full of intrigue and action while portraying women in
power in a refreshingly casual way. An original and gripping adventure.” -Kirkus
Reviews (starred review)
“The vivid characters . . . jump off the pages. Their growing relationships steal the
show. But there are plenty of embellishments that enhance the more personal aspects
of the story. And kudos to fantasy stalwart Nix for a story with gender and racial
equality.” -Booklist (starred review)
"A character-driven fantasy that still stays true its adventure roots. [with] thoughtful,
complex world building. Well-wrought differences in the character and voice of those
teens . . . add nuance and depth to their racial diversity, while the novel as a whole
recasts angels and familiar characters alike in ways that play on gendered
expectations. Overall, this is a captivating and memorable tale that will please
longstanding Nix fans and other lovers of intelligently written fantasy." -Bulletin of the
Center for Children’s Books
"With their complementary personalities and easy affection, the four friends are an
endearing, sibling-like group; Liliath, “ferociously single-minded,” makes a fascinating
antagonist. . . . the pace picks up with plenty of court intrigue, beastling attacks,
witty banter, and the posturing of rival military factions. In addition to its fantastical
elements, Nix’s setting is characterized by welcome gender equality, orientation
inclusivity, and racial diversity." -Horn Book Magazine
Praise for Goldenhand: “A masterfully spun tale well worth the years long wait.”
-Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
“Fans will cheer this latest volume- tightly paced with a satisfying resolution, capable
and relatable female characters, plenty of action, and reappearances by beloved
characters-and fervently hope for more to come.”
-Horn Book Magazine
“Nix has included strong female characters and a no-nonsense approach to sexuality.
Recommended for high school libraries and for readers looking for fantasy with a
historical literary flair.” -School Library Journal
“There is no joy like returning to the Old Kingdom. Once again, Nix sets the standard
for fantasy, bringing us a tale full of old friends and new enemies, gruesome
monsters, and heroines of wit, will, and imagination.”
-Leigh Bardugo, New York Times bestselling author of Six of Crows and The Grisha
Trilogy
“Goldenhand reaffirms why Nix is a master of the genre: his exquisitely detailed
world-building is unparalleled, and his characters are so tremendously alive and
compelling that.”

-Sarah J. Maas, author of the best-selling Throne of Glass series
“Garth Nix is one of the best worldbuilders in fantasy, and this book is merely further
proof. I love the Old Kingdom series, and Goldenhand is an excellent continuation,
packed with the excitement and passion of a storytelling virtuoso at the height of his
abilities.” -Brandon Sanderson, New York Times bestselling author of the Mistborn
trilogy, Warbreaker, The Alloy of Law, The Way of Kings, Rithmatist, and Steelheart.
Praise for the Old Kingdom series: Praise for Clariel: “Between striking
characters-from the heroic if not entirely competent young Abhorsen-in-Waiting,
Belatiel, to the enigmatic, catlike Mogget-and Nix’s brilliantly complex magic system,
this superb tale is exactly the book fans of the series have been awaiting.”
-Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“Themes of freedom and destiny underpin Clariel’s harrowing, bittersweet story, and
readers will delight in the telling (and in fan favorite Mogget’s return).”
-Booklist (starred review)
“Clariel is a deeply sympathetic character faced with complicated choices, the
consequences of which are frighteningly uncertain as she is pulled between the wild
Free Magic and the disciplined Charter.” -School Library Journal (starred review)
“Nix’s tale provides a complete experience unto itself. But his focus on this strong
character whose overriding passion is to go her own way provides a hugely satisfying
background to the other Abhorsen books. A suspenseful prequel to the much-loved
Abhorsen books, showcasing the independent Clariel.”
-Shelf Awareness (starred review)
Praise for SABRIEL: “Sabriel is a winner, a fantasy that reads like realism. Here is a
world with the same solidity and four dimensional authority as our own, created with
invention, clarity, and intelligence. I congratulate Garth Nix. And I look forward to
reading his next piece of work.”
-Philip Pullman, author of His Dark Materials trilogy
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